season May – October 2017
38 Otets Paisiy str
Plovdiv

Opening
19 May 2017

a stage open to the arts

Listen to
music

Discover new
performances

Watch
movies

Experiment with
artists

Meet with
friends

Share ideas and
opinion

from cargo container
to art installation

FLUCA is a collaborative project of the Open Arts
Foundation and the Austrian Embassy in Bulgaria.
It’s part of the official working program for 2017 – 2021 in
accordance with the Agreement for cooperation in the field of
culture, education and science between the Republic of
Bulgaria and the Republic of Austria.
FLUCA’s main objective is to develop and integrate new
audiences for the cultural life of the city and stimulate their
active participation in it by building a permanent and regular
artistic venue.
The project also demonstrates the desire to create an
innovative and interdisciplinary platform and to encourage
the collaboration between the artistic scenes of the two
European countries and beyond.
The core concept of the project comes from FLUC – a famous
place for urbanism, music, contemporary art and performance
in Vienna.
The transformation and implementation of the container into an
art installation was completed by two architecture agencies –
tat ort from Austria and atelieduo from Bulgaria.
Vesselina Sarieva, director of Open Arts Foundation and Thomas Stoelzl,
Deputy Chief of Mission, Embassy of Austria in Bulgaria

FLUCA is also easily transported and could be placed
temporarily at different locations.

part of the cultural life
in the heart of Plovdiv
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the beginning

The project started in 2016 with the idea to be
developed and expanded over the years reaching its
culmination point in 2019 when Plovdiv will be
European Capital of Culture.
The opening was held in September 2016 and the
stage stayed active until mid-October 2016.
The official program, titled GET INVOLVED:
FOCUS DIRECT URBANISM, was developed by the
Vienna based curator Ursula Maria Probst.
It presented performances, concerts, screenings
and discussions featuring some of the most
exciting artists on the Viennese scene today such
as Catrin Bolt, Fabiana Faleiros, Sonia Leimer and
Johann Lurf.

Roland Hauser, Ambassador of Austria, Vesselina Sarieva, director Open Arts Foundation, Ursula
Maria Probst, FLUCA curator 2016, Svetlana Kuyumdzhieva, artistic director, Municipality Foundation
Plovdiv 2019

Simultaneously, FLUCA welcomed events produced
by some of the biggest festivals in the city such as
Night Plovdiv, One Architecture Week, One
Design Week and the European platform for artistic
projects IN SITU.
FLUCA’s attendance reached 2 000 people in one
month.

now and forward

Modules
Digital art
New technologies
Street art
Urban design
Music
Cinema
Dance and theater
Literature

For its first full season FLUCA will develop a program offering
various events based on the selected modules and forms.
Curators of the program for 2017 will be Ursula Maria Probst,
Walter Seidl and Boris Kostadinov.
FLUCA’s program will also be developed in partnership and
close cooperation with local and international cultural and
educational institutions and organizations and will offer highquality artistic interventions.
Partners for the cultural program of FLUCA include:

Forms
Exhibitions
Screenings
Concerts
Discussions
Workshops
Performances

- International cultural Institutes
- Long-term institutional partners of Open Arts Foundation such
as Plovdiv Municipality
- Local cultural and educational institutions
- Young artists and organizations
The main objective is for various audiences to find their place, to
discover and take part in multiple artistic practices.
The stage will be open from 19 May to mid-October 2017.

curators season 2017

Boris Kostadinov
Independent curator based in
Vienna. He received his Masters
from the National Art Academy,
Sofia in the Department of History
and Theory of Art. He has curated
recent projects for Radiator Gallery,
New York; IG Bildende Kunst
Gallery, Vienna; bäckerstrasse4
Gallery, Vienna; Ernst Hilger
Gallery, Vienna; Haus Wittgenstein,
Vienna; and LOOP Fair, Barcelona.
He served as Director for the
International
Videoart
Festival,
Videoarchaeology,
in
Sofia.
Kostadinov has authored many
texts in catalogues and specialized
publications.

Ursula Maria Probst
Curator, artcritic, artist, arthistorian.
Since 2002 director for the art
projects at the FLUC. Curator for the
main exhibitions of the Vienna Art
Week, 2015 - 2008. Since 2014
cooperations with KulturKontakt
Austria/BKA for projects in public
space. Curated projects in public
space in cooperation with Public Art
Niederösterreich,
KÖR
Vienna,
EUROPART, several exhibitions
projects in cooperation with BKA
Austria,
Kunstraum
Niederösterreich, Gallery Krinzinger
and other institutions.
Since 2014 part of the committee of
Public art Niederösterreich.

Walter Seidl
Curator, critic and artist. Since
2005 he has been in charge of the
art collection of the Erste Group
and ERSTE Foundation, Vienna.
Since 2000, he has worked
intensively with the Bulgarian art
scene, curating the following
exhibitions:
“Looming
Up,
Contemporary Art from Bulgaria,”
Kunsthalle Exnergasse, Vienna
(2001); “Kontakt Sofia,” cocurator: Maria Vassileva, City Art
Gallery, Sofia, (2011); “Urban
Territories,” 0gms Gallery, Sofia
(2012), and “Boris Missirkov &
Georgi Bogdanov: Portraits,” Sofia
City Gallery (2013).

audiences

FLUCA’s main objective and strategic orientation in
the program is to build an active and regular
audience. An audience which is important to work with
and to be understood especially because it doesn’t
often take part in the cultural and artistic life of the city.
Based on the long working experience of Open Arts
Foundation and the audiences research commissioned
by the festival Night Plovdiv 2015, FLUCA will
concentrate its efforts on four groups of audiences:
- People in active age working in all sectors.
- Art students and those enrolled in Humanities.
- Young professionals in the creative industries and
the IT sector.
- Tourists and city guests.

Plovdiv
city
Sofia
Abroad
students
employed

FLUCA
audience
High
school
university
education

Male and
female

16 – 25 y.
26 – 35 y.
36 – 50 y.

program 2017

174 events
from May to
October

To meet different audiences and interests, FLUCA will offer a
weekly program with two events per day from Thursday to
Sunday.
18.30 to 20.00

Open stage/ movie
discussion

21.00 to 23.00

Movie screening

18.30 to 20.00

Performance / Live show

21.00 to 23.00

Music night

18.30 to 20.00

Concert / Open stage

21.00 to 23.00

Music night / DJ

10.30 to 12.00

Workshop for children
and adults

12.00 to 13.00

Performance /
Discussion

Thursday
between 30 and

200 attendees

About 30 live
shows

expected per
event

Friday

Saturday

45 music
nights and
more

21 movie
nights

Sunday

communication
and advertisement

In 2017 FLUCA will deploy the following channels and
tools to communicate with the audience:
-

social media pages – Facebook, Instagram, YouTube
website – fluca.info
monthly newsletter
print materials – brochures, flyers, posters, cards
exterior advertisement – billboards in Plovdiv

Part of the FLUCA program will also be included in
other big events – festivals, cultural initiatives, etc. – and
use their own channels of advertising.
The project will also make use of Open Arts Foundation,
the Austrian Embassy and other partners own channels of
communication.

producers and partners

Producers and organizers

Partners

Impressions on FLUCA

I’m convinced that as a contemporary art platform, located in the historical heart of Plovdiv, FLUCA has the potential to
show a new aspect on the cultural landscape of the city and contribute to the attraction of new audiences and guests to
the city. Furthermore, the pavilion, with its proximity to the Ancient Odeon, the Catholic church, the Big basilica and the
Forum of Ancient Plovdiv, will challenge its own program and question how the past could be translated into the
language of today.
Amelia Gesheva, deputy mayor of Culture and tourism, Plovdiv Municipality

My impressions? They are numerous and all very positive! They are best summarized with a single word: pureenvy-for-the-project-in-Plovdiv! I think this is an extremely efficient, effective, yet unobtrusive form of artistic
presence in public space. The FLUCA project is marked by an elegant and beautifully functional design of the
“stage”. Its presence in the city is simple yet full of impact while its program is to be envied, what else I can say...
It looks fabulous and I would imagine the production cost is not so high. And the audience – let’s hope it takes full
advantage of this offer which makes life fun and meaningful!
Luchezar Boyadjiev, artist

FLUCA: Austrian Cultural Pavilion in Plovdiv is a unique project in the Bulgarian cultural landscape. It is a democratic
and open platform in a constant process of change that reflects a variety of ideas, opinions and characteristics, providing
an excellent opportunity for public encounter with numerous different groups.
Boris Kostadinov, curator

FLUCA is a strange shining box. FLUCA is cargo, i.e. it transports. FLUCA is a container, i.e. it contains. FLUCA
is open. FLUCA emits and receives. FLUCA is a stage and a screen. FLUCA is full of the eyes, ears and voices of
the viewers. FLUCA is something you would like to have at home, if it wasn’t so big.
Pravdoliub Ivanov, artist

Contacts

Vesselina SARIEVA
Director
Open Arts Foundation
36, Otets Paisiy str.
Bulgaria, Plovdiv 4000
+359 888 520 375
sarieva@openarts.info

Desislava MILEVA
FLUCA coordinator
Open Arts Foundation
36, Otets Paisiy str.
Bulgaria, Plovdiv 4000
+359 886 214 321
fluca@openarts.info
http://openarts.info/
http://openarts.info/fluca-2017-eng/

FLUCA expects you

